Record to Cloud in Canvas
A previous document dealt with uploading a recorded lecture to Course
Videos (either from saving the recording locally to your device in Zoom, or
producing said recording by any other means). This short document
covers what to do if you choose to upload directly to the cloud from
Zoom.

After lecture….
You will get an email, like the one displayed
to the left here. The bottom link, s
 hare
recording with viewers lets you directly
share this with students by giving them the
URL or posting it somewhere on Canvas.
You can make minor edits by instead
clicking the for host link first. One nice
feature of the cloud recording is that it will
automatically provide closed captioning for your video (this is not perfect, but was pretty good in
my case)

Trimming your video
Click the f or host only link in the email to arrive at the screen below:
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From here, you can download the video if you want to store a local copy, and you can trim the
video to remove the beginning and ends if you wish. To do so, click on the video link (NOT on
the play button for the video icon - this will just play it!) In my case, the link is called “Shared
screen with speaker view” as I screen shared my iPad and recorded it with my face in the upper
right corner. This brings you to the following window

Where at the bottom of the screen you see little scissors (labeled “Set Playback Range”) These
let you trim the beginning and end of the video as you wish (though, figure out where you want
to trim first...like the timestamp you want to start and end at, as it is harder to figure this out
while actually trimming). Once you have trimmed the start and end t here is no save button, it
saves your choices automatically, and can be undone if you wish.

Sharing the video
This video is already automatically available to students under the Zoom tab, by going to Cloud
Recordings. If you want to share it some other way (email, by a link in a Canvas announcement,
etc) You may now share by clicking the “Share” button in the upper right hand corner (you can
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see this in the screenshot on page 1). This brings up a dialog where you can restrict access
and downloading rights if desired, which I show on the following page.

To share, just copy the link and share how you wish.

